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Application Notes – GD10P Hydrocarbon Infrared Point Gas Detector 
 

General Description  
The Simtronics GD10P Gas Detector is a point detector for gas concentration monitoring in potentially hazardous 
and/or poisonous environments. The GD10P is based on infrared absorption and uses the latest developments in 
analogue and microprocessor technology. Solid state design improves reliability, long- term stability and accuracy 
in continuous measurement of gas concentration in ambient air.  
 
Compared with catalytic sensors, the GD10P has the following advantages: 

1. Presence of oxygen is not required for correct measurement, which makes the GD10P suitable even in an 
inert gas atmosphere. There is no possibility of poisoning of the detector since no chemical reaction occurs, 
i.e. silicon vapours and H2S have no effect on the detector or the measurement.  

2. The gas flow rate has no influence on accuracy.  
3. There are no saturation effects which could lead to false measurements. Thus, the detector is capable of 

measuring gas concentrations up to 100% vol.  
4. The detector has a continuous self-test function, and reports faults to the central system.  
5. Total system costs can be dramatically reduced with the GD10P:  

a. High reliability results in low frequency and no calibration costs. 
b. Voting systems to increase reliability are not required, which reduces the number of detectors up 

to 66%.  
 
A complete GD10P Gas Detector consists of the following: 

 An external gas measuring path where gas is measured by means of IR radiation. A weather protection 
enclosure is mounted around the measuring path to protect the optical surfaces from rain and dust.   

 An optoelectronic unit, which generates IR radiation to the gas measuring path, measures the reflected IR 
radiation from the gas measuring path and calculates the gas concentration. This unit is enclosed by Exd 
certified housing.  

 A terminal compartment with cable entry and mini-terminals for electrical connection. The compartment is 
protected by a cover and is Exe certified.  
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Performance Characteristics  
Gas Data  
The GD10P standard version is factory calibrated and linearized with methane gas in the 0-100% LEL range. 
Calibration/linearization to other gases or concentrations can also be done.  
 
Accurate measurements can only be achieved by having the detector calibrated for the gas it is intended to 
measure.   
 
Gases such as ethane, propane and butane are also detected by the GD10P. A GD10P calibrated for methane has 
a higher sensitivity to these gases than to methane. This means that explosion danger from other HC-gases will 
always be detected by the GD10P.  
 
Because of tolerances in the infrared filters, readings of other gases than methane will not be exact when the 
detector is calibrated to 100% LEL methane.   
 
Converting % LEL to % v/v is based on ISO10156, Second edition 1996-02-15: “Gases and gas mixtures – 
Determination of the fire potential and oxidizing ability for the selection of cylinder valve outlets”.  
The GD10P is designed for normal atmosphere pressure variation, but it is certified for pressure limits from 86 to 
108kPa.  
  
Guidelines for Positioning Gas Detectors  
There are several guidelines that should be observed with regard to the positioning of a sensor:  
 

 Most vapors emanating from combustible liquids are heavier than air and will be located close to the 
ground, position sensors close to the ground.   

 Remember there are three combustible gases that are significantly lighter than air: methane, ammonia, 
and hydrogen. Unless they are extremely cold, these gases rise and accumulate near ceilings.  

 Monitor toxic gases, heavier than air but present in low concentrations, at human head height (the 
breathing zone) as gas distribution or dispersion is mainly dependent on convection and thermal currents.  

 Locate the sensor on the intake side if there is a preferred, defined airflow or airflow guided by appropriate 
baffle plates. In ducts, consider factors such as dilution and alarm delay.  

 Position the sensor between the leak and a source of ignition when detecting combustible gases or vapors. 
Further, your design must take into account both reaction time and time needed for the intended 
countermeasure to take effect.  

 Estimate the potential flammable volume by determining the maximum expected source-strengths and air-
change speed, although it is not possible to take into account obstructions to air flow.  

 
If you cannot position a sensor close to a potential leakage source, it is possible to sample air continuously by 
moving the gas past the sensor. This method is expensive, however, because you need to monitor airflow, and 
you must consider adsorption in the pipeline or condensation due to a temperature gradient. Further, air 
sampling increases the reaction time of the gas detection system.  
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Questions and points to be considered when considering Gas Detection  
Anyone planning to install a gas detection system needs to consider the following questions:  

 With what objectives are gases to be monitored?  
 What alarm thresholds are appropriate?  
 Do you need a higher sensitivity detector (e.g. for HVAC, Duct, Air Intake, etc.)  In other words do you 

need to set your alarm levels at much lower settings for increased safety (e.g. 3% for high and 10% for 
high-high alarm) (ask us about the new Simrad GD10PPE high sensitivity gas detector)  

 Where, how often, and in what concentrations and quantities are gases likely to be released?  
 Are different gases likely to present in the same spot at different times?? Will a methane calibrated 

detector give false readings causing nuisance shutdowns?? Would you consider a multi gas detector that 
does not require calibration for the different gases eliminating false alarms due to other gases?? (as us 
about the Simrad Multi Gas Detector)  

 How many sensors are needed? 
 Are the detectors you are selecting maintenance free or will they be more trouble than they are worth in 

our application??  
 Does the detector you are installing require calibration at installation and repeated calibration?? Would 

you like a calibration fee detector guaranteed for 15 years??  (Ask us about the Simrad Warranty)  
 How will the alarm information be processed?  
 Are you getting your money’s worth???  

 
Positioning a Gas Detector  
 
Technologies  
Three main technologies are available for Point Detection:   

 Electrochemical  
 Catalytic 
 Infrared Absorption  

  
Electrochemical is well suited to detecting toxic gases in lower concentrations (ppm range). Catalytic and Infrared 
measurement, both of which detect combustible gases (LEL range).  
  
Catalytic detectors have been in use for a long time, however with the introduction of  
Infrared gas detection, catalytic detection have become less popular in most installations. There are several 
advantages to using an Infrared device over a catalytic equivalent. However one should note that Infrared based 
detectors are not all the same, some have several disadvantages and care must be taken when specifying an 
Infrared gas detector.  
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Positioning gas detectors (spot area or fence monitoring) 
There are three sensor positioning strategies, though it may be necessary to combine or modify the strategies to 
suit a particular application.   
 In spot monitoring, you know the potential sources of leakage. This means you can position sensors to ensure that 
gas leaks are detected promptly.  
  
While spot monitoring permits highly targeted use of just a few gas sensors, area monitoring requires a large 
number of sensors. This method is often used to monitor combustible liquids in storage, and the sensors are 
distributed in a grid like manner across the entire area. In this type of application, a sensor can monitor an area 
between 50 and 100m2, while in solvent storage areas a reasonable compromise appears to be a circular area with 
a diameter of about 10 meters (approximately 75m2).  
  
In area monitoring, because you cannot pinpoint potential sources of leakage that are spread across a large area, 
you must distribute sensors over the entire area. Area monitoring is often favoured because the potential sources 
of leakage are unknown. However, this is a costly and maintenance-intensive solution that in many cases proves 
unnecessary. The more precisely you can identify the locations of potential gas leaks, the more economically 
planners can design the gas detection installation.  
  
In fence monitoring (Line of Sight), because you cannot by the time an alert is issued. While area monitoring 
provides less precise information than spot monitoring, fence monitoring does not provide any information about 
the location or time of the leak. Line of Sight monitoring does not give accurate concentration.  
 
Acceptable alarm thresholds 
Two levels of alarm limits have been sufficient in the area of gas detection technology. The pre-alarm provokes a 
reaction; if effective countermeasures are not promptly implemented, the main alarm triggers. This has a series of 
consequences, including shutting down the equipment and clearing the installation area. Of equal importance are 
fault messages: A mal-functioning sensor is of no use and must be corrected immediately.  
 
Every measuring device has a certain measurement error. For standard gas detection instruments, there is always 
a certain probability that a measured value will fluctuate within specified limits around the target value. Depending 
on the make of the detector used, if temperature, pressure, humidity, and flow-rate fluctuations are taken into 
account, the zero-point fluctuation may even overlap with the fluctuation of an alarm concentration that has been 
set too low.  
  
As a result there is a corresponding probability that, if a standard gas detector calibrated to 0 to 100% LEL, incorrect 
alarms will be issued. This is an important point because it proves that lowering the alarm thresholds below a 
certain limit when using a standard 0 to 100% LEL calibrated detector, it cannot increase the safety of an installation, 
and it may have a reverse effect. False alarms will be ignored if they occur too often and operators may then ignore 
a real alarm situation.  
  
Simrad GD10PE (Point Extended) is five times more sensitive than the standard point IR detector.  Point Extended 
IR gas detectors are calibrated with 0 to 20% LEL, which means that a 4mA signal correspond to 0% LEL while 20mA 
equals 20% LEL – this allows operators to set lower limits for low and high alarm settings.  This can be very crucial 
if a gas detector is monitoring the air intake to sleeping quarters, control room or turbine generators. 
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